I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Having patients performing prescribed exercises is an important clinical intervention for many health conditions such as chronic pain management, post-surgery rehab, and physical therapy after a sports injury. Using sensor-based systems to automatically track patients' movements during their exercises and to provide instant feedback to the patients regarding the "correctness" of their movements holds great promise in reducing the cost for such interventions and increasing their effectiveness.

Generally, a gold standard for motion sensing is the so-called Motion Capture (MOCAP) system. It consists of multiple cameras positioned in a specially designed room to capture the 3D positions of reflective markers put on an actor's clothing. Such a system can track human action accurately but it is not a practical solution for clinical use since users have to wear tight suits with markers and such systems are very expensive [@ref1].

Compared with the expensive motion capture system, the Kinect sensor by Microsoft [@ref2] (or similar sensors such as Realsense by Intel [@ref3]) is more affordable and convenient to most of the clinics or even in patients' homes. Kinect contains an RGB camera, an infrared sensor and infrared emitters, which can be used to estimate the depth map of the imaged scene. Kinect further provides an SDK that can estimate the joint positions in the 3D domain. However, because Kinect derives the 3D positions from a single view point, the estimated positions of some joints are not accurate, when these joints are occluded or partially occluded.

A number of works have been reported for stabilizing joint tracking and improving pose reconstruction. Shum *et al.* proposed an optimized data driven method to solve posture reconstruction problem [@ref4]. Here a posture is defined by the 3D positions of all joints at any time. They first collect user postures while the users are performing an exercise during a training stage. Second, they remove similar postures in the training dataset by thresholding the sum of squared differences of each posture sample pair. Then they apply Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on remaining postures to reduce dimensions. Once Kinect captures a noisy posture, the system first projects the captured postures to the PCA bases, and then reconstructs a denoised posture from the projection coefficients and their corresponding PCA bases. The reconstruction results heavily depend on the training database. Wei *et al.* formulated the denoising problem into a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation problem based on the Kinect depth image [@ref5]. Although the proposed algorithm can be implemented on a GPU in multithreading to accelerate the speed, it needs to initialize the starting pose manually and it sometimes will be stuck at the local minimum, which makes reconstruction fail. Liu *et al.* on the other hand, proposed to use Gaussian process regression to reconstruct the body joints [@ref6]. They generate several Gaussian process models, one for each joint and each model is generated by only considering the joint and its nearest neighborhood joints. Such an approach cannot exploit the typical relations among all body joints during a particular exercise. Also, the distance between two connected joints in the denoised results is not guaranteed to follow the bone length constraint. Gaussian process regression has also been employed for image super-resolution successfully [@ref7]. Tripathy *et al.* proposed to use Kalman filter with a bone length constraint between every two connected joints [@ref8]. This algorithm can make the joints trajectories smoother and preserve the joints' kinematic characteristics. However, because the algorithm considers one segment at a time, it does not effectively exploit the relationship among multiple joints during a human action.

To evaluate the performance of the user's motion with a reference motion derived from a training dataset from the database, Alexiadis *et al.* [@ref9] proposed to apply the maximum cross correlation to find the offset between user's motion sequence and a ground truth sequence. Then, by applying this offset to the user's motion data, the two sequences are aligned and their similarity can be calculated. However, this method applies one shift to the whole sequence and can not deal with the situation where users may have inconsistent speed when performing different parts of an exercise. Yurtman *et al.* [@ref10] apply the dynamic time warping to detect and identify accurate and inaccurate implementations of a physical therapy exercise. However, this system requires the user to attach wearable motion sensors, which is very expensive and inconvenient for the user. Jeong *et al.* [@ref11] proposed a modified penalty-based dynamic time warping algorithm, which considers the phase difference between the reference sequence and the test sequence. Although this method is robust to outliers, its computation cost is very high, as does the original DTW method, which makes it unfeasible for real time applications. Su *et al.* [@ref12] proposed a Kinect-based rehabilitation system by using the DTW and fuzzy logic. The rehabilitation system can use the DTW algorithm to compare the "in-home" and "in clinic" sequence. The system needs to wait for the user to finish an entire exercise before starting the evaluation, and hence is not capable of instantaneous feedback. Wei *et al.* [@ref13] consider a cloud based system, where a user can download the exercise video from the cloud database to the local device. Then, the user employs a Kinect sensor to capture his/her motion data and upload the data back to the cloud for a remote server to evaluate the correctness of the exercise and provide feedback. They proposed a gesture-based DTW algorithm to align the patient motion with a reference motion. In their work, the exercise is relatively easy and only focus on one joint, so the remote motion analysis algorithm only needs to consider one joint. Our system is developed to handle complicated exercises where multiple joints need to be analyzed, both for temporal alignment and for assessment of motion correctness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In [Sec. II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we describe the proposed system. First, we briefly describe how do we collect and preprocess our data. Then we present the proposed clustered Gaussian process regression method for motion sequence denoising. Next, we discuss the structure of the lymphatic exercises and explain how to generate the reference subsequence. Finally, we discuss our low-delay DTW algorithm for temporal alignment of the motion sequence with a reference sequence. [Section III](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} presents the overall system design, and presents the experimental results and the overall system design. We conclude this paper in [Sec. IV](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. A preliminary version of [Sec. II-A](#sec2a){ref-type="sec"} and [Sec. II-B](#sec2b){ref-type="sec"} has been reported in [@ref1].

II.. The Proposed System and Methods {#sec2}
====================================

In this work, in order to generate reference data both for denoising of Kinect data, and for evaluating the correctness of user motion, during a training stage, we first capture the joint movement traces of different people performing the same exercise by using a motion capture system and a Kinect V2 sensor simultaneously. Second, we convert each captured trace to a standardized domain to eliminate the bias due to the different body sizes of the users. Using these standardized data, we train a Gaussian process regression model using both the standardized MOCAP data and the standardized Kinect data captured during the training stage. This model then can be used to predict the unavailable MOCAP measurement (consisting of 3D positions of all joints of interests) from the Kinect measurement captured during an actual exercise session.

To enable the comparison of a user's motion sequence (defined as the sequence of the 3D positions of target joints) during an exercise with some "gold standard", we recognize that each exercise can be divided into multiple subsequences each corresponding to a portion of the exercise transitioning from one pose to another. We develop a dynamic time warping approach that can automatically recognize the endpoints of different subsequences, and furthermore temporally align the subsequences from multiple actors. To generate a reference motion sequence for each exercise, an expert performed each exercise several times during the training stage. The recorded MOCAP sequences are divided into subsequences and the corresponding subsequences are temporally aligned and then averaged to yield the reference subsequence. During a live exercise session, the system applies the same alignment algorithm to a live-captured Kinect sequence to divide it into subsequences, and furthermore compare each subsequence with its corresponding reference subsequence, and generates feedback to the user based on the comparison results. The developed alignment algorithm allows us to detect whether a user is performing each exercise correctly, while taking into account the possible speed mismatch between the user and the expert.

The proposed intervention system has two major parts, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The first part is the training stage, during which we use both a Kinect sensor and a motion capture (MOCAP) system to capture the joint positions simultaneously and train a Gaussian Process regression model to map the noisy Kinect measurements to the more accurate MOCAP measurements. Also, we use the MOCAP data recorded from an expert to generate the reference sequence for each exercise. The second part is for the live session when a patient (to be referred to as a user) is performing the intervention exercises and the Kinect sensor captures both an RGB video of the user and the joint motion. The system has a display screen (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that shows an avatar performing a target exercise and the live captured video of the user with an overlay of the skeleton connecting the denoised joint positions. The system will compare the captured motion sequence with the reference sequence established during the training stage, and provide instantaneous feedback to the user regarding the improvement needed after processing each subsequence. The system will also provide constructive feedback at the end of an exercise. We have developed a prototype system for the second part, which can operate in real time while a user is performing an exercise. FIGURE 1.Proposed system flowchart.

A.. Motion Data Standardization and Denoising {#sec2a}
---------------------------------------------

### 1). Data Capture and Standardization {#sec2a1}

We employ a motion capture system called "Motive" with 14 cameras [@ref14] to record 25 marker positions on the upper body of a volunteer as shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. At the same time, we place a Kinect V2 sensor in the front of the volunteer to capture the color image (resolution 1920$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$424) and joint positions simultaneously. The capture system is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The number of joints captured by MOCAP system differs from the joints captured by Kinect sensor. To handle the problem, we convert the MOCAP joint positions to Kinect-like joint positions as described in [@ref1] by referring the human Anthropometry feature [@ref15]. To circumvent the wide variations in the limb lengths between different users, we first convert all Kinect and MOCAP data into a standardized domain so that the distance between every two connected joints is fixed at some predefined length as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. More details about the data standardization can be found in [@ref1]. Note that the joint position denoising and the temporal alignment and comparison with the reference sequence ([Sec. II-C](#sec2c){ref-type="sec"}) are accomplished in the standardized domain. FIGURE 2.Data capture system set up [@ref1]. (a) software interface of MOCAP system, (b) a typical recording scenario. FIGURE 3.Upper body skeletons [@ref1]. (a) raw MOCAP sample and raw Kinect sample. (b) standardized MOCAP sample and Kinect sample.

### 2). Training and Testing Data Sets {#sec2a2}

The The-Optimal-Lymph-Flow™ (TOLF) exercise is developed by Dr. Mei R. Fu and her research team. TOLF exercise is a patient-centered exercise program focusing on lymphatic health by promoting lymph flow [@ref16]--[@ref17][@ref18]. [Appendix A](#app1a){ref-type="app"} provides details for the TOLF exercise. Currently, we only focused on a subset of the TOLF exercises that require the tracking of the upper body joints, which includes spine shoulder, left and right shoulders, left and right elbows and left and right wrists.

It should be noted that large muscle exercises such as walking, dancing, Yoga, are also part of TOLF exercise program but not part of current Kinect-based system due to the complexities of the exercises. Yet, this Kinect system is an initial step towards using Kinect or other similar sensors to deliver and monitor large muscle exercises such as Yoga or specific dance.

A total of 14 healthy volunteers were recruited among students in NYU for motion data collection and their age range are between 23 -- 30. Each volunteer performed each lymphatic exercise 3 to 7 times, while being recorded by a Kinect sensor and the "Motive" MOCAP system simultaneously. The frame rate of the motion capture was 30 frames/sec in both systems. After removing some corrupted recordings, we have around 70 pairs of motion traces for each exercise, each containing 400--900 samples. Each sample refers to the measured positions of all joints of a user at a single sampling time. These samples are divided into training samples and testing samples for the purpose of training and testing the Gaussian process regression model for denoising. The distributions of samples for different exercises are summarized in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}. All healthy volunteers consent to publication of material about them.TABLE 1Training and Testing Data Set [@ref1]Name of the exerciseNumber of training samplesNumber of testing samplesReliable dataunreliable datamuscle-tightening deep breathing (Exercise 1)2225255643514over the head pumping (Exercise 2)2242556072436push down pumping (Exercise 3)2166454163222horizontal pumping (Exercise 4)2260056514400

### 3). Denoising Using Gaussian Process Regression Model {#sec2a3}
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Since the trained Gaussian regression model does not always preserve the limb length between connected joints, we apply the standardization method, described in [Sec. II-A.1](#sec2a1){ref-type="sec"}, to the resulting joint positions, so that the distance between every two connected joints follows the reference length.

### 4). Clustered Gaussian Processing {#sec2a4}

Once the GPR model is trained, we have the hyper-parameters of the model. In the denoising stage, we only need to compute between the input sample and each training sample. Therefore, the computation time for denoising is linearly increasing with the number of training samples. Our training data consists of around 22000 samples for each exercise, making the denoising process very slow. In order to reduce the computation time, Cao *et al.* select a subset of training samples following a chosen optimization criterion and form a sparse Gaussian Process model [@ref20]. Snelson *et al.* derive the model with a set of pseudo input and other model parameters [@ref21]. In this paper, we apply classical K-means method to the training samples and separate the original data samples into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ = 800 is a sweet spot, obtaining a local minimum in the regression error, and yet having a relatively short computation time. The computation time here is measured when the algorithm runs on a Windows 7 computer with Intel i5-4570 CPU and 16GB RAM.TABLE 2Average Reconstruction Error per Joint by Different Denoising Methods (in Unit of cm) [@ref1]Name of the exerciseNumber of samplesRaw Kinect dataLiu et al. [@ref6]Proposed methodmuscle-tightening deep breathing (Exercise 1)All testing data901810.224.911.46Unreliable testing data351413.826.493.1over the head pumping (Exercise 2)All testing data80439.218.181.76Unreliable testing data243613.1211.896.23push down pumping (Exercise 3)All testing data86388.947.363.38Unreliable testing data322213.5711.547.45horizontal pumping (Exercise 4)All testing data100518.386.272.7Unreliable testing data440013.7910.136.76 FIGURE 4.Computation time and error for different cluster numbers [@ref1]. (a) average computation time per time sample, (b) error per joint.

### 5). Reliability {#sec2a5}

In order to train the GPR using only reliable data samples, we define the reliability for each joint position. We consider kinematic reliability, temporal reliability and tracking reliability reported by Kinect, and combine them to evaluate the overall reliability. Only if the reliability score of a joint is larger than the threshold, this joint is considered reliable. In the training stage, we only choose samples with all reliable joints to train the Gaussian regression model. In the testing stage, if a time sample contains any unreliable joint, this sample will be denoised. More details about the definition of joint reliability can be found in [@ref1].

B.. Exercise Sequence Decomposition and Reference Sequence Generation {#sec2b}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

### 1). Decomposition of a Motion Sequence {#sec2b1}

Usually, an exercise contains a series of movements. Here, we define one exercise as a time sequence, and each time sample is one static pose, defined by the 3D positions of all 7 joints which include left/right shoulders, left/right elbows, left/right wrists and spine shoulder. There are lots of poses in one exercise, but usually we will focus on certain key poses. The original exercise can be decomposed into several key poses and the transition between two key poses. We define the transition from one key pose to the next key pose as a subsequence. Furthermore, an exercise usually contains several repetitions (REP) of the same set of ordered subsequences. For example, the exercise "horizontal pumping" in our TOLF exercise set as shown in [Fig. 10(b)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, contains four major subsequences, first is from "hands down" to "T-pose", second is from "T-pose" to "hands close to the chest", the third subsequence is from "hands close to the chest" to "T-pose" and the final one is from "T-pose" to "hands down". During the "horizontal pumping" exercise, users do the first subsequence at the beginning. Then, they do the subsequence 2 and subsequence 3 repeatedly four times. This will be followed by subsequence 4, which finishes the whole exercise. FIGURE 5.Traces of the left wrist x-coordinate while users performing a subsequence in the "Horizontal Pumping" exercise. (a) Standardized MOCAP traces; (b) Aligned traces by stretching all traces to the same length; (c) Aligned traces by aligning at two key transition points. FIGURE 6.The reference sequence and a user's motion sequence of the x coordinate of the left wrist during Exercise 4. Each"sec" indicate a subsequence. FIGURE 7.Motion data of different users. FIGURE 8.The raw captured skeleton by Kinect (green) and the denoised skeleton by the proposed method (red) overlaid on the RGB image [@ref1]. (a) horizontal pumping exercise; (b) push down pumping exercise. FIGURE 9.The raw captured joint trace by Kinect (green) and MOCAP (yellow), and the denoised trace by the proposed method (red) and the method of [@ref6] (green) [@ref1]. (a) The left wrist during the horizontal pumping exercise. Same markers (in shape) on different joint traces correspond to the same time, (b) The left elbow during the push down pumping exercise. FIGURE 10.The subsequences and repetitions in different exercises. (a) Exercises 2: "'over the head pumping".(b)Exercise 4: "horizontal pumping".

### 2). Reference Sequence Generation for Each Exercise {#sec2b2}

For each exercise, we generate a reference sequence, which consists of multiple subsequences and repetitions, and each repetition further consists of multiple subsequences. As described in [Sec.II-A.2](#sec2a2){ref-type="sec"}, we ask an expert to perform each exercise several times and record the Kinect and MOCAP motion traces for each exercise. There are around 400 -- 900 time samples in each trace. We use the MOCAP data to create the reference sequence. The raw MOCAP data in one subsequence are shown as [Fig. 5(a)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 5(a)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, all subsequences are captured from the same expert, but each subsequence has different length. This is because it is hard to use the same speed every time when one does the exercise. To deal with this problem, we need to normalize the raw MOCAP data to the same length before we average these data to create a single reference. Although we can just interpolate all the raw data to the same length, as shown in [Fig. 5(b)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, they are not aligned in where the transition occurs. To circumvent this problem, we apply second order derivative to the raw data and find two turning points.

According to these two turning points, we divide the subsequence into three parts. We map each part to an assigned length and then combine three parts together to get our normalized subsequences as shown in [Fig. 5(c)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Finally, we use the mean of the normalized subsequences from multiple expert traces performing the same subsequence to generate the reference sequence for this subsequence.

### 3). Evaluation of a User's Movement Against the Reference Sequence {#sec2b3}

For each exercise, we predefine a series of subsequences (see the example for the "horizontal pumping" exercise given in [Sec. II-B.1](#sec2b1){ref-type="sec"}). When a user performs an exercise, her joint motion sequence will be captured by the Kinect sensor. Our system will denoise the user sequence and compare the denoised sequence with the reference subsequences sequentially, to determine the endpoint of each subsequence. The system will further analyze the difference between each identified user subsequence with the corresponding reference subsequence, to determine what feedback to provide to the user. More details will be discussed in [Sec.II-C](#sec2c){ref-type="sec"}.

C.. Temporal Alignment Using Low-Delay Dynamic Time Warping {#sec2c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

### 1). Human Reaction Delay and Motion Variability {#sec2c1}

In our system, a user is supposed to follow the movement of the avatar shown on the display during each exercise. Each exercise typically consists of multiple repeats of the same movement. Usually, at the beginning of an exercise, the user may take a few seconds to understand what should she do before starting to follow the avatar's movement. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the reference sequence and a user's motion sequence during the exercise. We can see that the user takes some reaction time to figure out what kind of motion she needs to follow in the beginning. After the user has learnt what to do in each repeat, the user tends to spend less reaction time to do the following subsequences. Also, once a user learns what to do, she may do each repeat faster or slower than the avatar. From [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} we can see that different users will perform the same exercise or each subsequence with different speeds. We will discuss how to deal with these problems in the following subsections.

### 2). Dynamic Time Warping for Motion Sequences {#sec2c2}

Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a popular algorithm for measuring the similarity between two temporal sequences, which may vary in their temporal dynamics. DTW are widely used in temporal sequence matching [@ref22]--[@ref23][@ref24][@ref25][@ref26][@ref27]. DTW measures the similarity between two given sequences by finding the optimal correspondence between sampling points in the two sequences with certain restrictions. The original DTW method was developed for aligning two sequences of scalar variables (e.g. audio signal intensity). Here, we extend it to align two sequences of vector variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. We will apply DTW to A and B' to find the optimal correspondence path, and use the resulting path to align A and B.

### 3). DTW for Sub-Sequence Detection and Alignment {#sec2c3}

As introduced in [Sec. II-B.1](#sec2b1){ref-type="sec"}, each exercise can be divided into multiple subsequences. It is better to give some feedback after a user has just finished each subsequence, rather than after the user has finished the entire exercise. Therefore, we need to develop an algorithm that can automatically detect the end of each subsequence soon after it is done, and furthermore align this subsequence with its corresponding reference subsequence. We accomplish this goal by modifying the original DTW to a subsequence-based DTW. Assume that the reference motion sequence for this exercise contains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, of the first subsequence of the user, we compute the DTW distance between each candidate subsequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} N_{1} = \arg \min _{q}~S(M_{1},q)\tag{2}\end{equation*}
\end{document}$$

Directly solving [(2)](#deqn2){ref-type="disp-formula"} means that the endpoint of the first subsequence cannot be decided until we go through the entire user sequence, which is very time consuming and prevent us from giving instantaneous feedback to the user. To overcome this problem, we propose a sequential decision approach. Let the initial time when the recording of an exercise starts be 0. At time 0, the user's sequence is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ of the reference sequence with the new samples of the user's sequence, to identify the endpoint of the second subsequence.

Ideally, the user should hold her pose in the starting and ending point of each subsequence. However, sometimes the user may slightly move the body during this pause period. This "pause-move-pause" action may make the system to falsely assume that the user has already finished the current subsequence, and starts to look for the endpoint for the next subsequence. To deal with this problem, the system will not start a new DTW process for the next subsequence unless the user's motion is larger than a threshold. The user's motion is measured by the sum of the weighted joints pixel difference(we set the threshold as 2000 in our current system).

### 4). Speed Up of DTW {#sec2c4}

The DTW algorithm's complexity for subsequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Therefore, the slower the user's motion, the more computation time the system will spend. To deal with this problem and to accelerate the algorithm, we first apply the DTW algorithm every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ following the approach described in [Sec. II-C.3](#sec2c3){ref-type="sec"} We will further check the time points between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ in the original sequences to find the best endpoint. Instead of using the DTW distance to decide on the optimal endpoint, we look for a mid point in the pause period, which should have the least amount of joint motion. We measure the joint motion by the weighted sum of the temporal gradient magnitudes of the joint positions. That is, we find the end time point using $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ We assign different weights to different joints based on the characteristics of each exercise. We set the weighted value of highly related joint as 9, related joint as 3 and no related joint as 0, then normalize the sum of the weighted value equal to 1.

### 5). Detection of Repetitions and Robustness to Repetition Variability {#sec2c5}

Usually, in an exercise, the user is told to do several repetitions. For example, do "T-pose" to " hand close to chest" and " hand close to chest" to "T-pose" four times as shown in [Fig. 10(b)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. In reality, users sometimes may forget how many repetitions they have already done, so they may do more or less repetitions than the reference sequence, which also can cause alignment error. We add a feature in the current system, which let the system choose what are the possible candidate subsequence after the current subsequence according to the user's motion input. For example, in [Fig. 10(b)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, when the user is in key pose 2 (end of subsequence 3), the user can either do subsequence 2 again to go to key pose 3 or do subsequence 4 to go to key pose 4. When the user finishes subsequence 3, the system will compare the user's subsequent motion data with both reference subsequence 2 and reference subsequence 4, and find out the subsequence with the minimal matching error. Furthermore, the system detects the completion of one repetition upon the identification of subsequence 3 followed by subsequence 2. After the detection of each repetition, the system will display a message regarding how many more repetitions the user should do. At the end of this exercise, the system will give a friendly message to the user if the user did fewer or more repetitions.

III.. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
============================

In this section, we first present the motion sequence denoising results, and we then describe a prototype intervention system that we have developed that integrates all the components discussed in [Sec. II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}.

A.. Experimental Results of Denoised Motion Sequence {#sec3a}
----------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the skeleton captured by Kinect originally and the denoised skeleton using the proposed denoising method (consisting of four steps: standardization, clustered Gaussian Process regression, projection based on segment length constraint, inverse standardization). It is very clear to see that when the hands are close to the chest ([Fig. 8(a)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), the Kinect tracking result for the wrists can be very unreliable, even outside the human body. In [Fig. 8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, Kinect failed to accurately detect the positions of both elbows and wrists. The proposed method is able to correct these errors successfully. As a benchmark for evaluation, we have implemented the method described in [@ref6] and applied it to our standardized data. We compare the reconstruction error of the denoising method of [@ref6] and the proposed denoising method in [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}. The reconstruction error is defined as the average Euclidean distance per joint between the Kinect-like converted MOCAP measured position (which we consider as the ground truth) and the denoised position from the Kinect data. We report the average error both over all test samples as well as over the unreliable test samples. We can see that the proposed method provides more accurate joint position estimation than [@ref6]. [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"} and [Table 4](#table4){ref-type="table"} compares the reconstruction error in each joint. For the left and right shoulder, because they are never occluded and do not move much in the TOLF exercises, the reconstruction error is extremely small. On the other hand, the wrist joints have the largest error because when they are very often close to the chest, Kinect has trouble separating the wrists from the chest when observed from the front.TABLE 3Reconstruction Error (in Unit of cm) for Each Joint by the Method of Liu $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$et~al$
\end{document}$. [@ref1]Name of exercise with [@ref6]Left shoulderRight shoulderLeft elbowRight elbowLeft wristRight wristmuscle-tightening deep breathing (Exercise 1)All testing data1.982.45.426.15.947.63Unreliable testing data2.62.536.546.486.157.79over the head pumping (Exercise 2)All testing data4.626.757.649.139.7711.15Unreliable testing data6.58.088.599.8213.6513.41push down pumping (Exercise 3)All testing data3.223.478.568.789.8610.26Unreliable testing data5.896.4610.8410.6511.9312.68horizontal pumping (Exercise 4)All testing data1.921.846.328.3811.388.74Unreliable testing data2.493.015.748.4912.769.78TABLE 4Reconstruction Error (in Unit of cm) for Each Joint by the Proposed Method [@ref1]Name of exercise with proposed methodLeft shoulderRight shoulderLeft elbowRight elbowLeft wristRight wristmuscle-tightening deep breathing (Exercise 1)All testing data0.140.141.572.012.142.78Unreliable testing data0.210.213.773.192.413.4over the head pumping (Exercise 2)All testing data0.130.131.951.943.083.33Unreliable testing data0.170.174.384.147.47.75push down pumping (Exercise 3)All testing data0.210.214.194.485.255.91Unreliable testing data0.230.257.187.017.598.37horizontal pumping (Exercise 4)All testing data0.180.182.682.765.085.33Unreliable testing data0.250.443.814.217.777.59

[Fig. 9(a)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the trajectory of the left wrist when a volunteer performs the horizontal pumping exercise. The volunteer closes her hands in front of her chest as shown in the pink ellipse region in the middle of the exercise. In this pose, the wrists are very close to the chest and the Kinect sensor cannot distinguish the difference in the depth of the wrists and the chest. This self-occlusion causes the Kinect sensor making the error in the estimated position of the wrists, which makes the joints trace unstable as shown on the blue line. The MOCAP position is shown on the orange line, which is very smooth and can be treated as ground truth. Our denoised result is shown on the red line, which is very close to the ground truth and is relatively smooth compared with other results. [Fig. 9(b)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the trajectory of the left elbow when a volunteer is doing the push down pumping exercise. In this exercise the elbow is not blocked by other body part, so the trajectory is relatively smooth, but the Kinect estimated position has a consistent shift from the "true" position. Compared with the raw Kinect data and denoising result of method [@ref6], our proposed method can eliminate most of the errors in the Kinect measurement and make the trajectory smooth and close to the ground truth (the MOCAP data).

B.. Prototype Intervention System {#sec3b}
---------------------------------

### 1). Overall System Design and Preliminary Results {#sec3b1}

The various methods described in [Sec. II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, including motion sequence processing (standardization followed by denoising), temporal alignment, and for evaluating a denoised sequence against a reference sequence, have been integrated into a prototype system for guiding patients with risks for breast-cancer related lymphedema to perform a set of lymphatic exercises. All the processing steps can be completed in real time at 30 frames per second, with a Windows 8 computer equipped with Intel i7-4720HQ CPU and 12 GB RAM. The interface of the prototype system is shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}. In this system interface, we provide several important information, which can guide users to do the exercises accurately. The user stands in front of a display and a Kinect sensor. The exercise avatar will be displayed at the upper right of the screen with both video and audio. The audio instruction in the avatar can help users to understand what should they do. User's own video is displayed below the avatar video, with the denoised skeleton overlaid without perceivable delay. The left part of the screen shows the text-based feedback and instruction. For example, in the beginning of the exercise "horizontal pumping", it shows "Open arms to T-pose or close arms to chest" and then it displays "well done", or some suggestion for improvement after a user successfully finishes each subsequence. After the detection of each completed repetition, it will show how many more repetitions that the user has to do. At the end of the entire exercise, based on the internal analysis results, a message of compliment or suggestion for improvement will be displayed. We will discuss more detail for each exercise in next section. FIGURE 11.Graphical Interface of the proposed system.

### 2). Exercise Details and Discussion {#sec3b2}

So far, we have completed the algorithm designs for four exercises in the The-Optimal-Lymph-Flow™ (TOLF) intervention. Here we provide details about Exercise 2, called "over the head pumping" as shown in [Fig. 10(a)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. In this exercise, the the user is told to raise their hands up and hold in that position (subsequence 1). Then user needs to make four deep breathings. The user should close her hands while breathing in, and open hands while breathing out. The breathing detection is similar to the algorithm we use for the first exercise and the hands open/close state is detected by using the SDK of the Kinect sensor. After finishing 4 repetitions, the user should put down her hands on the sides to finish the exercise (subsequence 2). By analyzing the captured depth data and the hands' state data, the system will derive pertinent information, including breathing frequency as shown in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, and whether the breathing is synchronized with the corresponding hand state as shown in [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. If a user does not breathe deep enough or forget to breathe during the exercise period, or if the hand state is not synchronized properly with the breathing state, the system will send out a friendly message to remind the user to breathe in and out more deeply, or to close/open the hands when breathing in/out. In this exercise, wrist joints play an important role, so we assign high weights for the wrist joints than for the other joints. [Appendix B](#app1b){ref-type="app"} provides details for the other three exercises. FIGURE 12.Analysis results of breathing and hand status. In this figure, green curve describes the change of depth value in user's chest region, where the largest depth difference is 3.5 cm in this case. Blue and red curve represent the states of the left and right hand, respectively, where the higher value corresponds to "close" and small value corresponds to "open". (a) A case when a user breathes deeply and has perfect synchronization between the breathing state and the hand state. (b) A case when a user does not perform perfectly. FIGURE 13.Internal Analysis for exercise "over the head pumping".

IV.. Conclusion {#sec4}
===============

We have developed an exercise guidance system, which can automatically detect whether a user is performing a set of exercises properly, based on the depth and joint positions captured by a Kinect sensor. The first main technical innovation is a clustered Gaussian Process regression model for denoising the Kinect joint measurements. We map joint traces captured by both a Kinect sensor and a MOCAP system to a standardized domain in order to circumvent the difficulty caused by the high variance of the joint positions due to the variety of human body sizes and learn the regression model in this domain. To reduce the computation with the regression model, we cluster all the training samples into a small number of groups and use the cluster centroids as the reduced training set. The second main contribution is a modified dynamic time warping algorithm that can automatically detect the end of each exercise subsequence while simultaneously aligning the detected subsequence with a reference subsequence. This enables accurate evaluation of the user's movement against the reference sequence for each exercise subsequence and instantaneous feedback while a user is performing the exercise. Our experiments show that the proposed denoising method can effectively correct the errors in Kinect measurements due to self-occlusion, and performs better than a benchmark system. The overall system can accurately align a user's motion sequence with the reference sequence, and evaluate the "correctness" of user's movements in real time, enabling instantaneous feedbacks to the user while the user is performing an exercise. The Kinect-based system has potential to be used for similar health problems related to lymphatic health as well as science, art and entertainment involving body movements.

The authors would like to thank Dr. Winslow Burleson and Dr. Stephen Jeremy Rowe from NYU-X lab for assistance with recording the motion sequences, and to all the volunteers who participated in the recording of training data. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health.

A.. The Rationale of TOLF Exercise {#app1a}
==================================

TOLF exercise program was designed for breast cancer patients to promote lymph flow for upper limbs and body. The rationale for each TOLF exercise can be found in [Table 5](#table5){ref-type="table"}. TOLF exercise program is consistent with the recommendations of the American Cancer Society [@ref28] for breast cancer patients regarding seeking help from health professionals for exercise after breast cancer treatment. TOLF exercise has been delivered to patients in-person with trained nurses. The Kinect system will help nurses to deliver the TOLF exercise accurately and help patients to perform TOLF exercise at home with accuracy and motivation. The duration and repetitions for each TOLF exercise can be personalized based on patients' ability and preference.TABLE 5The-Optimal-Lymph-Flow (TOLF) Exercise to Promote Lymph Flow [@ref16]TOLF ExerciseRationalesFrequency & SituationsMuscle-Tightening\
Deep Breathing•The whole body lymph fluid has to be drained through the lymphatic ducts above the heart.•Muscle-tightening-deep-breathing stimulates lymphatic ducts and help lymph fluid drain.•Lymph fluid drains when muscles move. Muscle-tightening-deep-breathing creates the whole body muscle movements that create muscle milking and pumping action and help to drain lymph fluid.•At least twice a day in the morning & at night before brushing teeth or as much as the patient wants throughout the day.•Air-Travel: before take-off and after landing.•Sedentary life-style: At least every 4 hours.Muscle-Tightening Pumping•Muscle-tightening pumping exercises create arm muscle pumping. This helps lymph fluid flow and decreases the fluid build-up in the arms.•Muscle-tightening pumping exercises build the arm muscle that helps lymph fluid flow and drain.•At least twice a day in the morning & at night before brushing teeth or as much as the patient wants throughout the day.•Air-Travel: before take-off and after landing.•Sedentary life-style: At least every 4 hours.Shoulder Exercises•Improved limb mobility after surgery facilitates local muscle movements that create muscle milking and pumping that help local limb lymph fluid flow and drain.•One week after surgery if there are no surgical drains or after the surgical drains are removed.•At least twice a day until limb functions are returned to normal.•Whenever limb mobility is limited throughout the recovery.Large Muscle Exercise: Walking, Marching at home, Dancing, Swimming, Yoga, Tai Chi.•Large muscle exercises create muscle milking and pumping to promote overall body lymph fluid flow and drain.•At least 10-minutes daily.•Air-Travel: get up and walk around for over 4 hours flight.•Sedentary life-style: Get up and walk at least every 4 hours.

B.. Exercise Details and Discussion {#app1b}
===================================

The-Optimal-Lymph-Flow™ intervention consists of seven exercises. So far, we have completed algorithm design for four exercises. We have described Exercise 2 in [Sec.III-B.2](#sec3b2){ref-type="sec"}. Here we provide details for the other three exercises. Exercise 1 is called "muscle tightening deep breathing" as shown in [Fig. 14(a)](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, where the user needs to tighten her body muscle, raise her hands to the belly position (subsequence 1), stay in this pose and make four deep breathings, and finally put down her hands to finish the exercise (subsequence 2). In this exercise, we mainly focus on whether the user performs deep breathing appropriately in pose 2 (after detecting the end of subsequence 1). This is accomplished by evaluating the depth variation in the chest region. In the evaluation state, the system automatically identifies a small region in the center of the chest in the first frame according to the relative position of two shoulders and spine-middle and finds the average depth value in that region using the depth map generated by the Kinect sensor. Then, for the following frames, the system finds the difference between the mean depth value in the chest region in the current frame and that in the first frame. This difference is defined as the depth value for the current frame. We draw the depth variation as a function of time (see [Fig. 12(a)](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}), and find the local minimum (corresponding to breath in) and maximum (corresponding to breath out). If the depth difference between the local maximum and minimum is less than a certain threshold, the system will send a reminder to the patient to breathe deeper. In this exercise, all the joints share the same importance, so the weights for determining the average gradient magnitude in [Eq. 3](#deqn3){ref-type="disp-formula"} are the same. FIGURE 14.The subsequences and repetitions in different exercises. (a) Exercise 1: "muscle-tightening deep breathing". (b)Exercise 3: "push down pumping".

Exercise 3 is called "push down pumping" as shown in [Fig. 14(b)](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}. First, the user should raise her hands as high as possible with hands open (subsequence 1). Then, the user should start breathing in with hand closed and at the same time push down two elbows (subsequence 2), with each arm forming a "V-shape" at the end of subsequence 2. After staying for a while in this pose, the user should raise her hands again to as high as possible while breathing out and open hands (subsequence 3). The user repeats this four times and finally puts down the hands (subsequence 4). In this exercise, we mainly check whether the positions of wrists, elbows and shoulders are in a straight line in pose 2, and whether the positions of wrists, elbows and shoulders form a V-shape rather than L-shape. The system analyzes the user's performance based on the detected positions of the wrists, elbows and shoulders at the end of each subsequence and gives the user appropriate feedback. In this exercise, wrists and elbows are more important than other joints, so the weights for wrists and elbows are higher than for other joints.

Exercise 4 is called "horizontal pumping", as shown in [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}(c). A user first raises her hands to the horizontal position to form a "T-pose" with hands open (subsequence 1). Then the user slightly bends her elbows to move her hands to the chest region while closing her hands and breathing in slowly (subsequence 2). Next, the user moves back to the "T-pose" while opening the band and breath out (subsequence 3). After repeating subsequences 2 and 3 four times, the user puts down her hands on the sides (subsequence 4) and finishes this exercise. In this exercise, the system checks the positions of wrists, elbows and shoulders form a horizontal line during the "T-pose", and whether the hand close/open state is correct. In this exercise, wrist positions are more important than the elbow positions, which are more important than other joints. Therefore, we assign the highest weights for the wrists, and second highest weights for the elbows.
